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Abstract—Purpose Analyze the effects of color and graphic design on children’s consumption behavior. Method Divide the children’s growing development into 3 periods – infancy, preschool period, children’s period, summarize the perceived responses to the color and graphics of commodity packaging at all ages and compares the packaging for children’s products in markets through the analysis of the physiological, psychological and cognitive characteristics of children in these three stages. Conclusion To sum up the lessons learned, promote the ideas and methods to children’s product children’s packaging in color design and graphic design, promote the foresight and guidance to the packing design for children’s products, advocate national original design elements, promote children’s national awareness and national identity, improve children’s products packaging the level of business and achieve a win-win situation for consumers and children.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Before the age of 12, the growth and development of children can be divided into three stages, namely the pre-3-year-old, 3-6 years of age and 6-12 years of age. Children of different periods have the different characteristics to the perception and needs of things, if the production and packaging of children’s products can be designed and made according to the characteristics of physical and mental development of children with different ages, it will be a win-win situation for businesses and consumer.

In order to get consumer recognition the good products also should have a good packaging. Well-known US packaging design company Primo has a motto: children are not only can expand the children's consumer market, but also meet the needs of children in all aspects, promote children’s physical and mental health. Discuss the color and graphic used in the packing for children’s products combined with some packaging of children's products in the market. Explore the role of the color and shape in the packaging of children's products, and put forward constructive suggestions and suggestions to promote the prosperity of children's products market so that children can grow up healthily and happily.

II. PACKING DESIGN OF CHILDREN’S PRODUCTS FOR INFANCY

Before 3 years old, the children’s scope of activities is not large, more depend on adult protection and guidance in this period, the most important thing is toys and food appliances, the choice of food appliances is mainly judged by the eyes of parents because of weak autonomy during this period. The ancient Greek philosopher Jonathan once said: "Color is the material form of the initial phenomenon."[2] In the eyes of parents, children in this period like a drop of morning dew, bright, delicate, color choices in daily necessities are the mainly focus on lightness, low purity of color- bright & soft-no strong contrast and sharp image, everything is soft as the premise.

A few months old baby will be able to respond to the color, Steeble has done such an experiment, presents two discs of equal brightness to the baby and measure the gazing time, 3 months of infant vision remain in the color circle about 2 times than the gray disc, indicating that infants and young children are more interested in the color saturation. Early childhood children do not have much autonomy, but can show obvious likes and dislikes; at this time, the children are not very concerned about the content of the toy, but choose the toys the color and graphics, the packaging image is simple, high color saturation toys will be more popular in this age children, infancy children's perception of color is mainly red, yellow, blue and other solid colors. Their vision is narrow, the familiar graphics are mainly square, round and other simple basic shape, the pattern on the supplies are mostly simple animal or plant or character image. Children, from the psychological point of view, choose their own "control" toys, and form the dependence on the toy partner in a sense of security as the premise. Therefore, early childhood children are more willing to choose their familiar toys.

It is one of the important issues on color design that adjust the relationship among the color brightness, hue and purity to meet the physical and psychological needs of children.[3] The packing color of infant’s products in most of the market is pure, the graphic is simple and lovely, but there are some of them adopt the strong color and too complex design. Such as some puzzle toys, in addition to square, round and other basic shape, there are a large number of complex animal-shaped, and even irregular shape, make-up color variety, these products seem very attractive, in fact, not suitable for infant.
In many packaging factors, the color is the first factor in the packaging of children's goods; the designer makes the confusing effect with color and color affinity and contrast. The irrational characteristics of children's consumption determine their choice of goods only depend on their likes and dislikes, the packaging of other factors for this period of children is useless. They do not care about the material, texture, quality and other factors; therefore, packaging color at this time is an important factor affecting children's consumer psychology.

People transfer the image and color via vision, in the visual transformation process, the color is better than the image. According to the characteristics of pre-school children, the color of goods packaging should be more intense contrast, which is easy to be found by children in many commodities. According to preconceived behavior, the first to find is the best, children will have a strong sense of ownership, and then induce purchasing behavior. Children in this period like novelty and distinctive goods, in the use of color, in addition to strong contrast, you can break the taboo of the usage of some traditional color, and bravely adopt the new color relations to create a NON BUT ME emotional atmosphere to guide their consumption. Such as the Trunki children's luggage trolley box and the cartoon broadcasted on TV is more than others' products.

In the use of packaging graphics, Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Pleasant Goat, Wolf and other images can not meet their needs; they need more "cool" more "shine" design to highlight personal style. Boys prefer to the images like fight King, Naruto, Dreaming westward journey etc., girls like the Sailor Moon Warrior, Balala little fairy magic. The children's athletic cartoon broadcasted on TV is more closer with their game world; the manufacturers spend huge sums to build animation, the real purpose is to promote the animated cartoon derivatives - animated toy products, according to the children characteristics, the manufacturers design the image and plot in the cartoon, and make the appropriate product to attract children's attention and love to achieve the sales purposes.

Children of different ages have different preferences and characteristics in the selection of goods. As a child packaging designer, the first thing to do is to adapt and meet the needs of children. The current children's products market is a wide range, and the packaging design has also been improved, but the there are still some problems on packaging color and graphics design.

In the packaging color, the first is to pay attention to the changes in color sense for packaging design, it is not right that the children like bright colors and colors with strong contrast, and take the bright color as the standard for packing color. Some manufacturers do not consider the color relationship itself, subjectively make the fancy, dazzling packing for goods, and think that the children’s attention will be attracted by using many kinds of colors, which is totally wrong. Aesthetic and
habit needs of children played a very important role in the choice of color.

From the market level, the manufacturer should have a sense of crisis, children's products market, regardless of the broad prospects, just from the enterprise development and brand development, the children's products manufacturers should make goods with good quality, meanwhile, they should put the packing color and image design to a strategic height, identify the product positioning, carefully study the psychological and behavioral habits of children of all ages, design the packing of products from the overall development of enterprises and corporate culture to avoid short-sighted behavior.

Our country can provide some assist to the enterprises from the policy and guidance, it is possible to set up the competition for special packaging and image design for children’s products, or clarify and evaluate the packing and image design of the children’s products, give award to the original, environmental, active and healthy product image and packaging and public them through the media to form the atmosphere and public direction and then form the long-term mechanism to force the enterprises to pay attention to product packaging design, seriously research the packaging design, so that integrate the product quality and packaging as an organic whole, and develop together.

VI. CONCLUSION

Children's product packaging design should also be forward-looking and guidance. Children are the future of the country; all aspects referred to their growth should be paid enough attention, on basis of meeting the needs of the children, the packaging should not blindly cater, but moderately guide. If the packaging image is only a simple imitation and use the foreign cartoon image, it will make the children form an impression that the foreign products are better than the domestic ones. Energetically develop the national enterprises in the development of children’s products, promote the original image of our own in large-scale scope, and train the children’s national consciousness and identity in their life and learning aspects, which will benefit both the children and enterprises. Hope that designers and manufacturers to establish a national consciousness and brand concept to integrate the design of goods, production, packaging organically together, according to the characteristics of children’s packaging products to create more products which are favorite and suitable for the Chinese.
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